RETAIL INSIGHT AT LIGHT SPEED.

CR1500
CR6000
CR950
CR2700
CR1100
CR5000 SERIES
CR8200 OEM SCAN ENGINE
CR7000 SERIES CASE & BATTERY

CODE CORPORATION
DUAL FIELD OPTICS
NEAR ZERO MISS
CODE SHIELD
DISINFECT CONFIDENTLY

codecorp.com
RETAIL & COMMERCIAL
- Low-cost 1D & 2D barcode reading
- Data parsing available
- Free firmware updates
- Age verification available with CR5000 Series

LOGISTICS & SHIPPING
- DPM & XHD available
- Small codes
- Small footprint
- Rugged
- Extended comprehensive warranties available

CANNABIS
- POS software agnostic
- Built-in age verification
- Data parsing capability
- Wired & Bluetooth® options
- Works with iOS, Windows & Android

CodeShield® Plastics offer superior protection against harsh chemicals at 3 distinct levels. These levels provide the ability to quickly select the Code reader that best suits your use case, environmental requirements, and desired level of infectious disease control.

Ready to Keep Your Customers and Team Safe
Ranging from 3 disinfectants to 20, each level expands the list—offering the broadest range of approved chemicals in the barcode scanning industry.